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WANDERING

1. I can not be more wandered from me myself than
when I love.

2. Lack of sincerity makes me wander in the death
of me.

3. Truly I tell you, just alienation can become the
truth of the fulfillments of a lost and unfulfilled
world.

4. Loneliness has become the altar   the kneeling
crowds by the religion of the absurd of the
society.
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5. To worship a god does not mean to you
subordinate to the society.

6. Peace is the symbol of the war with you yourself.

7.   Do not yourself humble before the life so
humiliated by death.

8. To be slave does not mean to be unhappy but of
not being loved.

9. The world will not start with your destiny for to
be end with the death of your love.

10. To be subjected to fate does not mean to you
dedicate death.

11. Between you and the grave does not lie than a
thought.
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12. Be clear water of the God ocean out of you,
which cannot die at the shore nor a hopes.

13. If we did not live the Illusion of Life, we more
wander alongside Destiny?

14. Why the God out of us is in a continuous roving
of self?

15. To reveal the relative truth of existence, means to
wander through a knowledge of the un-knowing.

16. Just the knowledge of the un-knowledge, shows
you how much you have wandered, knowing.

17. What is day or night, life or death than shadows
of some opposites which wander together, trying
to find the predestinated destiny before
wandering of our own self.

18. Value in human consciousness is the scale that
shows us, how of wandered we are and till where
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we more may wander by lying ourselves with an
illusory knowledge of reality.

19. There can be no two absolute truths because it
would wander each other.

20. Freedom is a wandering of the Destiny.

21. If not it would wander life in death, we more live?

22. The truth is the path toward wandering of the
reality given by the Illusion of Life.

23. Illusion of Life is a wandering of her own truth.

24. Not happiness yourself wanders but her
obsession.

25. Accept your fate of straying if you want to know
the fulfillments of the life.
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26. Happiness is a wandering accepted as being the
right path.

27. Why the peace wanders through war and the war
by peace?

28. There is no greater reward, for the one wandered
of itself himself than to receive the right path of
the life toward death.

29. How many clocks so much times, how many
times so many passes, how many passes so many
deaths, how many deaths so many lives, and how
many lives so many wanderings.

30. The one who not-and contemplates the wandering
was not born.

31. Why are we wandering most often in the eyes of
love? Because from they us comes the light of
soul.
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32. Perfection is a wandering programmed.

33. Desire is the oil that anoints us the straying
engine.

34. In privacy any wandering seems to become a
straight path.

35. Sins straying are almost always hidden.

36. Breath straying is the day that not-and recognizes
the dawns of our soul.

37. Respect your, wandering of your own God, if you
want to respect the world.

38. How wandered to have been God that arrived and
in our world?

39. Sacrifice is a wandering of the evil of us.
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40. I wonder what would make divine essence of the
Existence if not would wander among time and
space?

41. The existence is the ocean on which are
wandering the ships of the moments.

42. How resolute us are wandering the life searching
for nonexistent path of righteousness, of
Knowledge of the will and affectivity?

43. Most sustainable peace is based on laws
wandering as close of the wandering lives of
people.

44. The beginning is a wandering of the ending, as
well the end is a wandering of the beginning.

45. A true leader knows to wander his people in an
intelligent way.
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46. Not blasphemy the wandering because it is the
essence of your own existence.

47. Which hope does not wanders toward to achieve
its purpose equally wandering of the Destiny?

48. Destiny is the rider that and whips the Existence
horse to wander through space and time.

49. Only Destiny is above straying because through
him even and the wandering becomes the right
way.

50. Freedom is a wandering of the option.

51. How much loneliness and truth may be in
wandering.

52. There is no wing which does not wander in the
sky soul.
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53. How dumb we were be born without to Him
know the God?

54. We are the sublime of the Creation only when we
turn toward God.

55. There is no light of soul without the absolute
retrieved in us and nor creation without faith.

56. How many stair to us be climbed up the soul till
to and recognize his own death?

57. How many lives us would have been given
toward to us choose death?

58. There is no wisdom without hate, and no love
without soul.

59. Love is often the unwritten page of the inferno
out of us.
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60. How many sins to-and be made God with this
world?

61. Tell me how many moments of life and universes,
died, since when no longer exist for the sunrise
your heart?

62. The waves of life through which we kissed the
moments can not be more dutiful than the ones of
death from the love that them never understood.

63. The sufferings and joys of nature not-and, will
ever disown the nature God which them had born
death.

64. Nature not has corrupt judges!

65. To wander through the world means to yourself
look for on you before to be lost.

66. There is no world without the wanderers her.
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67. Which leaf or grass not-and has its path toward to
wander in autumn?

68. Not the aesthetic is the essence of straying but his
illusion.

69. Let your life to run on the paths Moments and
you will realize how many of them are not serious
with their own Time.

70. To wander means above all to live dying through
the bridge that connects us to the truth of eternity.

71. No passion can not wandering without chains
their own passions.

72. Knowledge means the awareness of death and the
wandering of dreaming.
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73. Without knowledge we not have wander ever,
anywhere.

74. Death is a wandering of love.

75. You can not understand life without wandering of
death.

76. We all ourselves wandering our life in death
destiny.

77. The one who knows it will wander into death,
choose the right path of life in the body of the
afterworld.

78. There is no hindrance that to not wander through
the wastelands of your own destiny.

79. Humility is a wandering of the fate, while life is
her crowning.
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80. Could, God be missing from the table of satiety,
without to us find so wandered through the desert
of morality that was burning within us?

81. To believe means first of all, to wander!

82. If would not be wandered the Divine Light,
through the endless Universes that live in us, we
would more have ever found God?

83. Life is a wave wandered on the wilderness beach
of death.

84. How many dreams and hopes not have wandered
among the calloused hands of the people's
sufferings and sorrows, for to browse, the bible of
a religion, that them has alienated so much of
own self, so that not and have more wanted a
namely railway station never, remaining some
eternal  wanderers.

85. To wander does not mean to yourself lose, but to
you really live the essence of thy own wandering
life.
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86. A life without wanderings would be as a shore
without waves, a wing without heaven, a death
without the Afterlife.

87. Holiness is the supreme wandering, of the soul in
the boundless Universe of the Absolute Truth of a
love.

88. If we had not be wandered through ourselves a
lifetime, we more could love?

89. Who does not fall at the feet of the wandering not
Him will ever understand God in him.

90. Moment is the eternal wandering, of a teardrop
detached from the eternity of Time.

91. Each soul has, the his wandering and his God.

92. Not exists a star that to not be wandered alongside
the times and spaces of the birth and death.
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93. How much wandering lies in the blood of the
horizon who and seek the future?

94. To wander means above all to live.

95. The steps are the wandering tales of the destiny.

96. You can not breathe without the wandering.

97. We feed with the wandering fire of the life, for to
born the ashes of the death.

98. How of isolated would remain from ourselves, if
we would not wander, through the dreams of the
hopes?

99. We, could love or, understand, a God who can
not, wander alongside us?
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100. Just wandering we will find the path
toward the Divine Light from the eternity depths
of our souls.

101. God's tear wanders on the cheek of our
consciousness, washing-it, from the sins of her
own, wanderings.

102. Looking the stars, I look the Time in the
eyes of his own wandering past.

103. Just wandering will find the right way.

104. A peace that can not wander in war, is
actually a war that can not and find never the
peace.

105. Salvation from sins is a wandering by
ourselves, so of necessary for to can look toward
the shore of the perfection.
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106. Bridge between perfection and wandering
is called conscience.

107. How wandering is a necessity of life,
perfection of fulfillment becomes the absolute of
death.

108. Suffering is one of steps of wandering on
which Destiny, them climbs hoping, to happiness
and fulfillment.

109.   Just wandering you will understand the
meaning of life.

110. To not believe never in truth, because and
this, has its his own wandering steps without
which they could not exist.

111. A freedom without own wandering would
be a truth spoken only half.
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112. The sincerity is often a weapon of
wandering through which the lie, its finds the
right path.

113. To not wander on the wings of dreams
means to be the slave of your own life.

114. The absolute of the wandering is
awareness of this world with its own Illusion of
Life.

115. A religion that does not know to wander
among believers alongside them will never defeat
the waves of the time.

116. The great religions of the world have
defeated the history becoming at the same time
and the great wanderings of the world.

117. Wanderings have brought the man closer
to the Truth of his own itself which not once is a
lie.
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118. The essence of man, consists in the
wandering covenant, between truth and lie,
necessary for, to and confront his own Destiny, in
the face of death.

119. The meaning of the wandering is to leave
life to tend toward the Absolute Truth of death.

120. With how know more, wander the more.

121. Sin is the wandering air, and God is the
wandering water, without which, no man could
exist.

122. The essence of the wandering is the hope.

123. A heaven without wandering would be an
inferno, therefore, let the sins and in heaven, if
you want it to become a paradise, as you hope.

124. Reality is a labyrinth in which, if yourself
do not leave into will fate, wandering, you will
not find the your path, never.
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125. Gold crown of the happiness is called
wandering.

126. Wonder if it would dispel the fog of
wanderings from our lives, we would be happier?

127. The beauty of wandering, consists, not so
much in freedom, on which giveth thee, how
especially, in the Illusion of Life, on which it you
see as being the right way.

128. Knowledge and awareness are the miracles
through which God and the Absolute Truth have
understood that may wander.

129. The moments are the wings of the
wandering dream of our own Destiny.

130. You can not understand the world without
to wander, through your own soul.
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131. To accept your own wandering as being
the right path, means to yourself really know.

132. Consciousness is a wandering of the
dream.

133. If the consciousness would not be
wandered in the Universe, God would not more
have had anything to say to the creation of the
worlds.

134. Social inferno where we live is a
wandering through the labyrinth of helplessness,
to us truly understand on ourselves, for to can
forgive.

135. The God of the man is obliged to possess
the lack of character of the man and, then who is
stronger? The man or his God? Herein lies the
key of all the evils of society. If the God of the
man would be stronger than man, then society
would become the right one, but as man can not
accept a God who to, not him lend at least the
vanity or other sins, society becomes an inferno.
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136. Peace is the wandering inferno of war
between man and his warrior self.

137. Why is drowning always on the shore of
death, the Truth ark, after it has wandered on
waves of the life, mutilated by their own
illusions?

138. Time is the great wandering, of the
Existence.

139. If it had not wandered the clouds of
suffering, over, life, nor the rain of the hopes
would not have fallen, on the cheeks of
happiness.

140. Every man its has his path through the
labyrinth of the wanderings.

141. Life is wandering, and death is its final
destination, destination what will not be chosen
wrong, never.
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142. Between life and death only the wandering
remains the sense of the existence.

143. To wander means above all the right path
through the jungle Illusion of Life.

144. No matter how perfect would be the fire
circles of the love wheels, these will wander on
the dusty roads of the Illusion of Life till what
death of forgetfulness will them extinguish once
forever.

145. No matter how much, would wander life
through the Destiny labyrinth, her traces in past
remain, a single path: the path toward death.

146. What would life be if have not wander,
through future, if this one would be a path safe
and known? Therefore, the past belongs to
knowledge, and the future, to unawareness.

147. You can not understand the world without
to wander, through it.
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148. To know means assuming the wandering
future.

149. Dance of life is singing on the wandering
music of the Destiny, which knows better than
anyone, the right path of the Absolute Truth.

150. Wandering you get close more to the
Truth, than on the all most known ways of
science, to a place.

151. The wandering is the lyre what sings on
the chords of feelings, the hymn of unknown
future, from which it will nourish the past.

152. Not exists a wandering more profound
than love, birth and death.

153. The wandering is and will remain the
essence of all the options this world.
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154. To wander means to live, separating the
uncertainty of future from the certainty of the
past.

155. The one without past will always wander
in present, searching, its future.

156. When man has wandered in feelings, God
has become the currency of exchange of religion.

157. If we have not wander on the lands of the
time, we have not know.

158. How much wandering is on the cross of
the one crucified of his own existence?

159. Feelings are the prophets dreamers of the
reality.

160. A creed without wandering is like a
twilight without horizon.
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161. The reality is riverbed through which us
wandering  ideals, which hopes until death, that
once and once, us will find the our path, for
which we have born, so much of deaf as to we can
hear, blind as to we can see, and dumb as to can
shout the destignation.

162. Not all paths thee wander, but absolutely
all go finally at the wandering, death from
ourselves.

163. Suffering is a wandering of hope and a
balm of the happiness.

164. How many lives had not wandered for that
man to and find his salvation, in a cross, at a
crossroads that lead to nowhere?

165. If you want to know the truth leaves
yourself prey to wandering.

166. The wandering becomes most often the
right path of life.
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167. There is no middle way prior to the
wandering truth of love.

168.   Love is the right path of the wandering.

169. If we have not wander we have not live.

170. The essence of knowledge consists in the
wandering of ourselves.

171. The right path of illusion will never
wander on the footpaths of truth.

172. The illusion is a wandering of knowledge
that eventually becomes time, space and reality.

173. All roads destinies wander some of others,
a lifetime, toward to is fulfill in the death always
triumphant.
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174. Space and time are the two railways kept
by the wandering sleepers of the Illusion of Life.

175. How many stars of your soul not wander,
at random, through the Universe of my being?

176. The wandering clock of the happiness will
always beat exact time only at death's door, luring
it.

177. If you want to yourself really know, on
you thyself, wanders, through your soul, without
to ever try to find out the path  what thee were
destined by Destiny.

178. How much soul would be put God in
wandering, once what, this became the blood of
the Illusion of the Life and the great Truth of
Existence.

179. A moment of wandering can be much
truer than all the others moments lost of the life.
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180. Want you to understand the wandering for
which you were foredoomed? Loves the!

181. Each step its has his wandering.

182. Not exists  day of the soul which to, not
wander in the night of life, but nor night of the
Destiny, which to, not wander, at least once, in
the day of the happiness.

183. Faith is the currency of exchange through
which the wandering inside us, its pays the right
to life.

184. As each moment its has her time, each
man, has his wandering.

185. Why the absolute truth shows us the right
path through wandering?

186. The whole science of humanity was born
from wandering.
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187. Imagine the great discoveries of mankind
without wandering.

188. Fire is one of the incredible moments of
the wandering, which became reality, science and
progress.

189. The great progresses of mankind have
been achieved through the wandering its off the
path of the conservative.

190. In the Illusion of Life, to progress became
synonymous with to wander, that finally to be
transformed in the right way.

191. The difference between wandering and the
right way consists in the Illusion of Life, which
and this in turn remains a great wandering toward
the death which thus becomes the only truth, of
the right way.
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192. You can wander without to be aware, but
you can not realize without to wander.

193. Life is a creative wandering.

194. We believe that, if we have the freedom to
wander in life, will have the same freedom to
wander and in death, believing in the Hereafter?

195. Absolute truth of the life is a wandering
truth becoming through death the truth, which and
has found, finally the right path.

196. Sin is a wandering, but one without which
there would be no life.

197.   If you do not want that the truth of thy
own existence to fall in knees before the Destiny,
leaves yourself prey to wandering, until you will
find the illusory the right path.

198. Suicide becomes a wandering through
death.
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199. Accept thy wandering, as it is it, if you
want to get to a precise destination.

200. Language is, the wandering body of the
Illusion of Life.

201. Do you know how much have wandered
through Universe the atoms of your body for to
define you on yourself, here and now?

202. We are the great wandering found by God,
in Consciousness, Love and Destiny.

203. Not exists walls which to can not be
passed by wanderings, but by the certain precise
destinations, yes!

204. Immortality means wandering because is
acknowledged.
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205. No matter how much, we wander in life
toward death, if we do not acknowledge death
after decease, means that this does not exist.

206. To believe in heart means to beat your
own Time.

207. Not exists Truth which, to not be
wandered, ever.

208. To believe means to, wander.

209. The eyes of the virtue are often the
wandering of the politics.

210. Which man and would want the
wandering, and how many her fulfillment?

211. Loneliness of the wandering is called
hope, and the one of the fulfillment, death.
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212. Is there a path of the life, without the
wandering into death?

213. Only the ones wandered him will
understand on the eternal wandering God.

214. Do not believe in truth, if has not ever
wandered.

215. Clouds are the wandering, of the sky, and
the rain, their life.

216. Between wandering and truth exists the
pettiness bridge of the our own Illusion of the
Life.

217. If I would not fly with the wings of
knowledge, me I would more be collapsed into
death?

218. If God would not have been petty, Original
Sin would have been more sincere with the
suffering of this world?
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219. Between pain and lie there is only one
way: Martyrdom.

220. Do not ever fight against the opinions of a
God, stranger of you, because you, will
overcome, what you have not wished ever: the
fight against the perfidy, of own self.

221. To be man, does not mean to be aware, of
death from you thyself.

222. Alongside eternity only the suffering can
to thee choose the peace with you thyself.

223. Reality is a great wandering of love.

224. All hopes wander, but not all are fulfilled
in the steps of your moments, becoming
memories.
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225. To wander does not mean to die, but to
you live your own death.

226. I am the wandering sky of the passions
which have me overshadowed the Destiny of
Existence.

227. Do you think that death would not be
wandered more than us?

228. You are the elixir of my life what should
have become forever eternity.

229. My whole death died once with you, when
you became eternal kiss of my Destiny.

230. Did you know that not exist clouds
without the rain of the Existence, which us has
united the kiss Absolute Truth from our feelings,
loving us?

231. You are the heaven of my life where each
Word of yours, became a star kissed infinity by
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me, and putted into the necklace of the hope to
ever find us.

232. I believe in you because there is no sky
without horizon, and no parting or meeting
without the soul of your existence before of us be
encountered.

233. All cold autumns of the feelings it will
prolong until we learn to us die the present.

234. Not the sin wanders through man, but the
man through sin.

235. Wherever you hide of Word, it will
wander your whole, life, in you, giving you the
breath of the God, who him has thought, so.

236. No matter how much, you will scratch the
grave of the sky from you, with the nails of the
your soul restlessness, it will not break never in
shards of sky, but only in wandering rains of
tears.
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237. The dawns are the wandering ways of the
soul, toward future.

238. The human being is a wandering of
consciousness of God.

239. All broken watches of the sins seem to be
brought into this world to be repaired eternally.

240. Peace with yourself is an eternal
wandering of the past in the future.

241. When you will understand that not you,
wander through the world, but the world wanders
through you, then you will realize why not thee
lacking anything to be ready, to die.

242. How many days have wandered through
your life without to know ever the destination, to
which they were intended, this being their true
destignation?
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243. Most often the suffering thee show the
right path, and the wandering, that of the
happiness.

244. The wandering gives more value the
money than all destinations fulfilled together.

245. The wandering is not the ally of evil,
because often him makes, a good, but nor the ally
of the good, because then it is longing of evil.

246. The wandering is the gate to a world
superior to us, because alongside the good and
evil known by us, it represents, the third opposite
of the two ones, which we can not him
acknowledge as such.

247. How sky has wandered in my heart, being
me the missing you?

248. Our fates are a wandering, love story,
where each horizon seeks its own dawn, without
to its find ever the sun of the fulfillment.
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249. To believe means to wander.

250. The wandering is the gate toward the
Divine Light from our souls.

251. Not exists wave of life, which to, not
wander until death on the shores what us seem
unrighteous of death.

252. If you want to understand death, wanders
toward her, seeing her as the light of your soul,
and not as on a darkness of life. Then will
distinguish thee, the true way, both, of the life as
well as of death.

253. Any Destiny wandering, has his
destignation in wandering.

254. To be the death a wandering of life, or
reverse?
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255. Whole life we run toward dreams and
ideals without knowing how much we wander.

256. The role of the truth, is not to show you
how much wander, but of you reveal the
destination of thy wandering.

257. We can not imagine a God of the
wanderings just because we wander ceaselessly.

258. A single light of thought was enough for to
born a whole Universe of consciousness, without
which our world as and the whole Universe
would not more exist.

259. We were born under the wandering sky of
death, to us ignite life in the fire of the suffering
what and seeking happiness.

260. There is no reality, but the wandering of
consciousness through the times and spaces of the
Illusion of Life.
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261. Without awareness not exists nothing.

262. Why we were created with the wings of
Words, if we wander through the world of
Original Sin, without we can ever ascend, above
him?

263. True freedom consists in wandering.

264. To wander means to live.

265. Music is one of the favorite spices of the
wandering.

266. Would we more create, if we have not
wander?

267. The wandering is the root of creation.

268. The goal is a premise of the wandering,
but never a destination of her.
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269. Instinct is the soul of the wandering.

270. Not exists rules, stricter, than the ones of
the wandering.

271. All the great creations of mankind are the
fruits of wandering.

272. The train of wandering will not stop never
than in death.

273. We were born for to us wander life, of
death.

274. The wandering not has never an exact
hour, while death, yes!

275. Remembrance is a wandering of the time
in the tear of the present, thy, past.
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276. Dreams are the wanderings of the past
older than the world in confused and uncertain
future of consciousness.

277. Genius is the most perfect wandering of
reason.

278. Humanity is God's diary in which he wrote
all His wanderings.

279. Not all straight paths lead you to the
destination, but the wanderings will always have
a destination.

280. The wandering is the axle around which
the time wheel revolves of this world.

281. All great revolutions of the world have at
their base the wandering.
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282. I wonder how death would look, if we
have not wander a whole life through the
uncertainty of the future?

283. Religion is one of the most coherent
dictionaries and well renneted of the wandering.

284. Dreams are the uniques, which us show
the right path of our own wanderings.

285. The exact hour of wandering is death,
while the life clock us delay or us hurry always.

286.   Reality is a wandering of time and space
on the boundaries of the Illusion which becomes
thus, supreme fulfillment of this wandering
through life.

287. Life is a great wandering of Destiny.

288. The wandering is the first gift, but and the
first divine punishment.
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289. All paths of life no matter how wandering,
would be, reach the final destination.

290. The past straightens any wandering
through death.

291. Grasslands dreams would dry without
wandering.

292. Which word does not have his wandering?

293. Would more exist life without wandering?

294. Only he who wanders will reach alongside
his own God.

295. Happiness is a wandering, much dreamed.
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296. How many ships of dreams have not
wandered on the ocean of the hopes, without
reaching ever, in the fulfillments ports?

297. True peace with yourself, a you will find
wandering of yourself, to have where to you
return.

298. Meditation is a controlled wandering of
the feelings.

299. No one would not more be alone, if would
know how to wander.

300. Loneliness is a misunderstood wandering.

301. Alongside wandering man becomes her
slave, while becoming he himself the wandering,
becomes her God.

302. He who breaks the soul knees on the altar
of wanderings lives his life fully.
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303. We are created to be the creators
wandering, of the wandering of life.

304. Want to see the wandering, in her state,
native? Smile!

305. The inferno is with so much fierce with
how tries to pull out the wandering, both from
good as and from evil.

306. Not exists dictatorship tougher, than that
which, do not let her society to wander.

307. Sincerity is a wandering of falsehood and
reverse.

308. How would look the beauty if she would
lose vestment her wandering, of the, striking,
unforeseen, and dissimilar.
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309. To be wandered God so much of
ourselves, so that forgot to us more retrieves?

310. Lack as and the necessity is a fulfillment
of the wandering, which urges us to we evolve.

311. How much wandering does not hide
money, but and how many fences with barbed
wire which prevents us to wander?

312. Money is the social standard of wandering.

313.   If you will not wander of you thyself,
never, not will reach to find your fulfillment,
perfection or the absolute.

314. The wandering is the illusory Free Will of
this world without which we would not feel, the
freedom and the will.

315. The will is the gold crown of wandering
through the Illusion of Life.
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316. Take the man the wandering, and you will
take him everything, even and the will.

317. Man's Paradise, is an Eden of his
wanderings.

318. The opposite of wandering is all that is not
us.

319. To wander does not mean, to, thee err the
path, because Destiny remains written once with
past, and sealed by past in future.

320. How much wandering hides love, and how
much suffering, the loss this wandering.

321. The human soul is a palette of colors of
wanderings that is attract or repel, giving, finally
the Illusion of Life.
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322. To could not we wander beyond death?
Here is the deepest wandering from all
wanderings of this life.

323. Want to be happy? Try to thee understand
the wanderings.

324. Do not wander, never more than can the
wandering of your life to wander.

325. Death is the biggest wandering of life, and
life, of death, behold, the proof that there is life
after death.

326. Consciousness is the ship that us leads on
the infinite ocean of wanderings without which
we could not to wander, knowing this wandering
world, never.

327.  Not exists, star of soul which not wanders
on the vault of love at least once in life.
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328. The wandering should be feast of
Knowledge of our own existence, without which
we have not more be known, never, the existence.

329. Knowledge is a controlled wandering of
soul, which does not let you wander anywhere
and anyhow.

330. Not all people know how to wander
happily, banishing the wandering of sadness.

331. Consciousness is a large wandering
through the maze of senses and feelings.

332. The world is the wandering, of the
Existence.

333. The wandering steps of the Destiny will
press increasing harder, mankind hopes of to
forget the natural Eden of the wandering, exiling
it, into artificial wandering technology, which not
him is destined for happiness and spiritual
purification the man. Therefore, we must know
how to wander, but especially how we to look
natural and artificial wanderings in the future.
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334. To be the wandering of salvation from the
Original Sin, the one purifiers?

335. How much light, but and how many
wanderings, dwell between walls of a church?

336. The churches are sanctuaries where
wanderings are praying the wanderings,
becoming love and truth, pain and repentance,
hatred and betrayal, curse or gratitude.

337. Each feeling is a particular wandering
before Truth.

338. You can not understand the world without
to wander in you, before of to it weigh.

339. Love is the great wandering of the
Original Sin in us, who do not more reach, since
when is the world, at his final destination.
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340. Consciousness is the maze without way
out of wanderings.

341. He who thinks he can understand the
world without to wander, through love, hate or
curse, is blind.

342. To not be, aware, that the essence your
consciousness consists in the wandering, of the,
cognitively, affective, and volitional, means to
thee hang your own death, by the frail neck of the
life, by hanging of each moment of your Destiny.

343. The difference between the cognitively,
affective, and volitional consists in the way
through which these ones wander, through your
feelings, forming your conscience.

344. War is the wandering of peace, and
reverse, both at the level the individual
consciousness, as and at the level of social
consciousness, wandering without which, the man
and society could not exist.
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345. Philosophy is the noblest wandering of the
mind.

346. Existence is the wandering dew of the
mornings born from sunsets.

347. How many, horizons have not been lost,
definitively, in the eyes of the oblivion?

348. To wander means to die little by little with
each moment of life, which looking her path
toward death.

349. Destiny is a gift of the wandering.

350. Freedom is a wandering that can not
believes that will ever have a definitive
destination.

351. How many winds have not wandered over
the masts of the sails of this life, which, run,
finally toward nowhere.
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352. The limits of wandering are the life and
death.

353. There is no dream which to, not wander
his existence, in the sleep of eternity of the
existence.

354. Birth is a wandering, as great as death.

355. And the ones unborn will wander toward
death once with their birth.

356. Wrinkles are the wandering river beds of
the soul.

357. We are born for to us lose in the
wandering eyes of Destiny, that seems to run
toward nowhere.

358. Between devotion and wandering there is
so much hope.
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359. The will is the wandering path on which
God and has lost the steps of the happening
fortuitous of the Creation.

360. How would show the rationality, if it
would not wander?

361. The rationality is based on the wandering
feet, of the Illusion of Life.

362. What much heaven will more wander, in
the lamented eyes of the world, to sift the water of
the tears of rain from the moments, of the future?

363. The night of the hopes, wanders in day,
blinded by the light of the souls, while day
wanders in the night of thoughts, equally blind, in
murkiness despondence.

364. To be wandered God, or us humans, when
we wanted that God to be written only in
uppercase?
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365. God was not born from Time, but wanders
through this, for to not exists the Consciousness.

366. A Consciousness can, wander, through the
Word of God, not only through space and time,
but and through other dimensions of the
Existence, in infinite number, as more exists and
other opposites alongside good and evil,
beautiful or ugly.

367. How else would look a Consciousness that
wanders through an infinite number of
dimensions than alike with the Absolute Truth
alongside which, it would find?

368. Reality is an enclosing of the wandering of
ourselves, in an ungenerous world and subjected
to abuses of all kinds.

369. Karma is the riverbed through which flows
the wandering freedom of the Destiny.
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370. Absolute Truth is the only landmark that
can not wander, into Existence.

371. The wandering consciousness with an
infinite number of dimensions, Absolute Truth
and the Unique happening fortuitous, are the
Trinity which it defines on God.

372. The essence becomes principle, if we
banish the wandering from its composition.

373. In life not yourself wander never in the
knee.

374. Do not kneel your wandering, if you want
to be a free man.

375. Peace with yourself must to be above all a
compromise of your own wanderings.

376. Silence is one of the most controversial
wandering of the Illusion of Life.
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377. The essence of life consists in wandering
of the Karma through Destiny.

378. The value is born from wandering of the
non-value, and reverse.

379. Celebrity is a wasteland on which is
confront, the wanderings.

380. Self-importance is the wandering of an
opportunist who and wishes the celebrity.

381. The present is always a struggle between
the wanderings of the past and the ones imposed
or desired by future.

382. How much wandering of the fulfillment is
in a smile in the face of death?

383. Reality is the mother of the wandering.
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384. With what us could replace wanderings
after we arrived in the cemetery?

385. To be rain of the happiness, the wandering
of clouds of the suffering, from which we live?

386. How many waves will no longer wander
on the shores, where the number of grains of sand
is equal with the one of the known stars?

387. You can not create without to wander.

388. Illusion of Life is a roving of death from
ourselves.

389. The wandering is the soul of the life.

390. How much absurd not has wandered in us,
becoming certainty and fulfillment?
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391. The absurd is the wandering of rationality
of to us accepts human condition.

392. The moments of the wandering are those
that do not know to beat us the life long enough.

393. Lechery is the straying of death from
ourselves.

394. The logic of straying is called the art of
living.

395. Art is the spice of the wandering.

396. The necessity is the body of wandering.

397. If we would not have needs, we would not
wander in search of them.
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398. What other landmark could have the
wandering, than the God?

399. If the Sun of deceptions would not wander
in search of the Moon of love, and the Moon in
that of the Sun, would more exists the beauty and
ugliness, pain and happiness?

400. You can not wander without to die.

401. The purpose is the essence of the Destiny,
whose soul becomes, the wandering, of the Time
in Space.

402. Any understood has his share of
wandering.

403. How many cornerstones of the God not
stand at the origin of the wandering of to be
human?

404. In the conch of the Time, wandering and
has cried the bitter of life, yet since when God
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and has realized that there is awareness through
his first Word, which was certainly: Wandering!

405. Man's Paradise is a wandering paradise,
because the man is the wandering.

406.   Peace from us its draws sap from the
straying of the war with ourselves.

407. To be pleased, it means to be tired of so
much wandering offered by the moments of your
destiny.

408. Solitude is like a railway station where the
train of the wandering never reaches, forgetting
that actually travels with this one, when dreaming
at that station.

409. Emotions are the air through which
breathes the wandering of our thoughts.

410. How many beauties not and, have their
brilliancy wandering?
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411. To die means to wander definitively, face
of all others, but not and face of you.

412. Death is the landmark of the wandering
consciousness of the man.

413. Every wandering has its stages, the bars,
but and endless horizons, of her.

414. Flee from the man who not want, not
knows, or hates to wander ever.

415.   Human societies are the wandering
dreams of the suffering in search of fulfillment of
the humanity.

416. Any sin can become holy through
wandering, as, any holiness, sin.
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417. The wandering is the altar on which is
weighed the soul wealth of each man.

418. I think more in wandering than in God, if I
want to him understand on God.

419. When wanderings of the dreams, hopes,
beatitudes had not, free passage, in their place
appeared wanderings of the sufferings,
disappointments, pains and alienations.

420. Wanders but with measure.

421. Not exists wandering more complex than
in prayer, because then we humble ourselves
asking us forgiveness face of all other wanderings
on which we have committed or wanted.

422. All wanderings of a man pass through the
gates of love, hope, fear and death.

423. Do not believe in the man who and
conceal wanderings.
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424. How would look freedom without
wandering?

425. A death which would not wander, through
our life, would more exist?

426. If the immortals are the eternal wanderers
of the life, means that have always, the wandering
awareness, of death, and if not, means they have
no conscience.

427. Semantics of the wandering is
consciousness.

428. To be truly happy means to wander all
over, but with measure.

429. Measure each wandering is called
democracy. When you wander too far in a certain
direction, damage all other wanderings, of others
directions, so it is better to keep a balance
between all the wanderings.
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430. God is the wandering which, holds in hand
the balance of all other wanderings.

431. The wandering of happiness is called
acceptance, and the one of the suffering, non-
acceptance.

432. Happiness accepts its wandering, until
when realizes that wants, another wandering,
being bored with the previous, and then turns into
suffering, transformation at whose base stands
the main essence of life.

433. I transformed the truth in ruin, for to can
wander beyond him.

434. The miracle is the straying of the absolute.

435. All wanderings of love lead toward the
vanity of the absolute.
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436. Between absolute and wandering exists
only one bridge that is called Consciousness.

437. Wandering is the life game seen by the
Truth located in the death gallery.

438. Only Absolute Truth can not, wander.

439. The dream is a form of wandering of the
hope.

440. Limit between to wander, and to, not
wander, consists in suffering.

441. Happiness is a continues battle between
the wanderings own being.

442. Steps of the wandering are often called
good principles to follow.
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443. Grant a delay, to thy wandering, until
when the God of your soul, tells you how much
more have of wandered, as, afterwards, to it can
fully understand.

444.   Be good to your own wandering if you
want to ever find your way of truth.

445. Nobody has wandered ever in vain on the
predestination realm.

446. Wandering soul is called predestination.

447. To wander without predestination means
not to know, to be not aware, and to, not feel.

448. Awareness is a continuous wandering,
reported to the Absolute Truth.

449. The great misfortunes of the mankind were
realized always wandering, off the path of the
conservatism on the one of the snorting
pragmatism.
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450. Pragmatism is alike with the blinders of
wandering.

451. Star Divine, after which have to wander in
this world is called: Love.

452.   Who could think more in wandering of
the Destiny, than in the Destiny of wanderings, if
would not have the Illusion of Life, that, goes on
the right path?

453. Reality is based on the wandering, as the
life, on heart.

454. No matter how much would wander the
Destiny with you through life, Destiny all will
follow the right path.

455. I have glued me the thoughts forehead, of
the hot lips of the wandering, for to, whisper the
word: Longing.
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456. We lean against on the seven fundamental
wanderings of the senses, through which we are
aware of the world of the absurd, but and of love,
in which we live.

457. Do not you ever look at the wandering
future that awaits you if you see just the right path
of the Illusion of Life, because and this one will
become a single right path, once with the past!

458. Only the future can wander, not and the
past.

459. The present is the border between the
wandering, so future, and the unique path, that not
more can be changed, so past.

460. We can not understand life and death
without wandering, because life means always
future, and the future, the wandering, while death,
past, or a unique path that can not be changed, at
least from the perspective of life.
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461. The wandering is the mirroring of Great
Happenings un-accidental mirrored in our
Destiny.

462. The happening is the kingdom of the
wandering.

463. The happening is the straying from which
are born all other straying of this world.

464. Only God can be above the straying of the
happening through his own wandering.

465. The wandering of God is called, before all,
the Happening un-accidental.

466. Fear is the wandering that watches over
happening.

467. God's kingdom is the kingdom of the
wanderings arisen from the Great Wandering of
the unique, Happenings un-accidental.
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468. Illusion of Life shows us, most wanderings
as being the right path, reason for which we have
a moral, an ethics, or a society, with good or bad
their.

469. Religions of so many wanderings tell us
that in paradise only their faithful will reach.

470. Live your life after how the wanderings of
your soul believe that is better, but not it, wander
of them.

471. Every law as any in this world, has its
share of wandering.

472. You can not do justice without to wander
around of the truth relative, face of which you
relate.

473. Us believe masters on, so many and so
many, unimportant trifles without realizing how
much we wander  face of the only thing of major
importance, and namely, face of death.
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474. The laws of nature are her own
wanderings, face of the Absolute Truth.

475.   The God of our bivalent logic is dual,
being both the Wandering of the Unique,
Happenings un-accidental, as well the Absolute
Truth, which can not wander ever.

476. We are a wandering born from the ruin of
a Word what knelt before the Original Sin.

477. Freedom is a wandering of the Destiny.

478. The necessity us has been given for to us
follow without other conditionings, the
wandering, of our own existence.

479. If we would not wander whole life, will
we more have thresholds to pass?
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480. Illusion of Life takes us through the maze
of the Existence wandering by hand with the
Destiny.

481. Between Destiny and predestination there
is a single impassable barrier: the present.

482. The past is the predestination of the
Destiny, the future, the necessity of this
predestination, and the present, is the border
between the cause of the future, and the effect of
the past.

483. How much more has to wander the future
for to become past, treading a present what can be
the part infinite from a moment, namely
nonexistent, but that gives consistency and
lawfulness of all Existence?

484. We are a wandering of the Illusion of Life
on the realm of a nonexistent present, what us
separates the future from the past.
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485. Of all the wanderings of the Illusion of
Life, just what we believe to be reality gave rise
to an entire Universe.

486. In a cemetery, how many graves, so many
wanderings.

487. The wandering, of the wanderings, is
called Destiny.

488. Through wandering, the Illusion of Life
gives us free will.

489. The wandering separates through the
present of living, both the cause, from effect, how
and life from death.

490. The evolution is the scale of the
wanderings of the Illusion of Life.

491. Through love the Illusion of Life shows us
how beautiful or painful are the paths of the
wanderings of our lives.
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492. Through feelings we can look the
wandered eyes of a future which praying for to
become wandering in our lives, indebted forever
of the past.

493. Passion is the straying of the instinct.

494. Who does not see the destiny wanderings
with the ardor of the passion, was born in vain.

495. To wander means above all, to dream.

496. Man is a wandering leaf carried by the
autumn of the life, toward the dust which will
born the new shoots wandering of the words yet
unborn from future.

497. What, would more remain, if from
tomorrow would disappear the maze in which us
wander the lives?
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498. All the wonders of this world are part from
its wanderings.

499. How troubled us sometimes appear the
wandering truths, of the Illusion of Life, and with
all these we can never pass beyond them.

500. All relative truths of this world, on which
a are aware, are truths equally wandering as the
Illusion of Life.

501. You can not be aware without truth, even
if he would be an illusory wandering of the
Absolute Truth.

502. The wandering is the chance of the
Illusion of Life of to become illusory reality.

503. The wandering is the one who gives life
relative truths, the unique truths known to man.
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504. Debauchery can be a disgrace or a virtue.
Depends how wanders the society through her
own moral.

505. Only he who its understands wanderings,
will forgive, or stigmatize his sins.

506.   Free will is the supreme wandering of the
man, alongside its opposite: God.

507. Fear is the wandering of death from us.

508. How much blood has not wandered on the
battlefields, until we to create the art of the war?

509. Wealth is the straying of the greed.

510. How treacherous but and sublime, are your
wanderings, God, drowned in the blood of the
man.
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511. The wandering of hope, is a release from
the frustrations and daily anxieties of the other
wanderings.

512. Each token at the   table of the luck is a
wandering, greater or smaller, depending on the
gain.

513. Every victory its has her own wanderings.

514. You can not perceive the world differently
than through the glasses of the wanderings your
own soul.

515. Consciousness is the sum of all
wanderings cognitive, affective and volitional,
characteristic of a person on a certain stage, of its
development.


